The problem of evaluating complex interventions - a recent example


A recent paper by Baines et al (1, open access), evaluating the effect of patient safety initiatives in Dutch hospitals, serves as a very pertinent illustration of the problems for both policy makers and entrepreneurs of complex interventions in healthcare. Conducting a study of this magnitude and meticulousness has required an enormous effort, and yet the conclusion is equivocal: in a series of three measurements, involving a significant proportion of the Dutch hospitals, a not statistically significant decrease of 30% in preventable adverse events (p=0.10) was seen, with no decrease in the total incidence of preventable and non-preventable adverse events (see Figure 1).

Two editorials accompany the paper; they question the use of preventable adverse events as a measure for patient safety (2), or indeed the idea that patient safety can be captured in one measure (3).

Add to this that by design the explanatory power of the study is weak: it is not a controlled study; there are examples to show that a control group can change the conclusion of a time series based study drastically (4). And it is also not based on any kind of program theory that could be corroborated or refuted (5).

Even if these flaws could be fixed, it would still not be straightforward to translate the experiences from the experiment to one’s own setting. Would we ever replicate the intervention, exactly as carried out in the study, if that can be defined at all? And would there likely be factors in our context that could affect the effect of the intervention importantly (6)?

Patient safety initiatives are not alone in this predicament. Accreditation or strategies based on setting national goals are other examples of interventions aimed at grand improvement, such as “improving patient safety”, “improving healthcare quality”, or “improving population health”, and they are facing the same challenges:

- It is hard to assess the outcome - what is a valid measure of patient safety or quality of a healthcare system?
- It is challenging to conduct a study that can attribute the outcome to any intervention
- It is hard to translate experiences from one setting to another

What can policy makers do? Obviously, the answer is not “there is no evidence to guide us, so we must continue to do, what we happen to be doing at the moment”.

In my opinion, the way forward includes

- accepting that grand improvements may not be measurable by entirely the same methods as specific improvements
• stopping to look for “proof that it works” and turning to studying “which works, how, why, for whom, to what extent and in what context” (6), with an added attention to costs and side effects, weighing likely costs and harm against expected benefits to arrive at a prudent decision
• accepting that the design of a grand improvement intervention does not stop, once it is launched. Evaluation to inform adjustments should be an integral part of any such enterprise.
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